Performance Excellence Champion
Prepare yourself to lead any performance improvement initiative
Performance Excellence Champions perform a variety of necessary functions as they galvanize the change process. They
align local objectives with corporate strategy and coordinate efforts across organizational lines. They influence key change
stakeholders, help select process improvement practitioners and develop project pipelines.
This course gives champions all the knowledge, competencies and tools they need to close the all-too-common disconnect
between strategic intent and operational execution. You’ll learn how to build an improvement infrastructure, select the best
projects and manage the people aspects of process changes on an ongoing basis. You will also learn to be nimble about
which methods you employ to solve different operational problems, including just-do-it, Work-Out, Lean, Six Sigma and
innovation.
With an applied focus, this course is unique in that it splits knowledge transfer into two distinct phases. First, participants
complete three consecutive days of highly interactive, workshop-style activities, and gain a proven approach for scoping and
selecting real projects to implement.
Second, participants receive two days of on-site coaching to apply what you have learned to specific challenges in your home
organizations. On-site coaching can be scheduled immediately following training or later depending on your needs. You will
gain insight and recommendations for your overall initiative, as well as coaching on specific improvement projects in your
environment. You also receive a set of fillable templates and tools to meet your performance management objectives.
For the online version of this course, please visitPerformance Excellence Champion Online for information and registration.

Learning Objectives
Upon completion of this course, participants will be able to:
Understand the landscape of available performance improvement and process excellence methodologies.
Identify and assign various roles in the process improvement and performance excellence community.
Select and support improvement practitioners, such as Green Belts and Black Belts.
Drive the establishment of an organizational infrastructure to support the initiative.
Select, scope and define projects for various methodologies – Lean, Six Sigma, Workout, Just-do-It and more.
Understand the change elements required to transform the business and culture.

Agenda
DAY ONE

DAY TWO

Process excellence program overview including Six Sigma, Lean,
Design for Six Sigma and innovation
Process excellence key concepts, roles and responsibilities
Building an infrastructure for a successful and sustainable
deployment
The nature of projects (transactional vs. operational)

Change leadership and the role of champions
Project selection and prioritization

DAY THREE

DAYS FOUR AND FIVE

Project scoping and project definition
Project prioritization case study
Measure-Analyze-Improve-Control key concepts and tools

Consultative coaching and mentoring on participants’ specific
change programs and operational excellence projects.

Testimonials
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Performance Excellence Champion
BMGI’s Champion training was engaging and provided real life examples.
John Griffin - Champion Standard Register
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